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To Carl 

who steadfastly encourages me 



Rules for Spelling 

Those monosyllables which end 

Inf,ors,orl, 

After a single vowel, do 

With double letters spell, 

Except a dozen little words, 

And these are mentioned thus -

To wit: this, gas, of, his, was, yes, 

As, if, thus, is, has, us. 

But words with other consonants 

Than f, ors, or l, 

Their final letters double not 

When rightly them we spell 

Except ten words, which we may know 

Wherever they occur; 

And here they are: add, odd, butt, err, 

Inn, egg, buzz, ebb, bunn, purr. 

Those monosyllables and words 

With accent on the last, 

When ending in one consonant 

After one vowel placed, 

Double this final consonant 

When suffixes are added 

Beginning with a vowel; as 

In foggy, gunner, padded. 

But final consonants which have 

Two vowels them preceding 

(Or words not having accent last), 

Are doubled not; as, pleading. 

All words in silent final e

(But ce and ge) 

Drop e before suffixes whose 

Initials vowels be. 

But words in silent finale, 

When suffixes connect, 

Beginning with a consonant, 

Do not the e reject-

Except the following useful words, 

And they are but a few: 

Awe, argue,judge, due, lodge, abridge, 

Acknowledge, whole, and true. 

Excerpt from: Frank Irish, Irish's Orthography and Orthoepy 
with Practical Exercises, Columbus, Ohio: 1888. 
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CHAPTER I 

PREPARING FOR SUCCESS 

THE CLASSROOM 

What is the atmosphere of your classroom? 
Evaluate the atmosphere that you create in your classroom. To begin, ask the 

following questions. How do I use color? How do I use the lighting? Is there 

clutter? Is there a sense of purpose? Is there joy of accomplishment? How do I 

motivate? Do I use music? Is the work of each child valued? Are there smiles? 

Is there laughter and awe? 

A visually quiet room is one key to helping students stay on task. 
Consider the visual impact of your room, especially the area around your teach

ing station -- the overhead projector/screen and/or chalkboard used during di

rect instruction. Is it filled with brilliant color, moving objects, and other visu

ally stimulating material? If it is, it will be difficult for children to focus on the 

material that you are presenting and they are practicing. 

Determine the best chair and writing surface height for each child. 
If the chair and the child "match," with feet flat on the floor, right angles will 

form at ankles, knees, and hips. The best height for a writing surface is two 

inches above the child's elbow. When you have obtained the best possible 

match, label the bottom of the chair and the desk with that child's name. This 

can be easily done with masking tape. Then no matter how you rearrange the 

room or how others might disturb the classroom furniture, you can always give 

a student his chair and desk. 

The best seating arrangement for direct instruction and guided practice dur

ing Johnny Can Spell writing practice allows all students to face the teacher. 
Just as we need to be flexible in our teaching strategies, so we must be flexible 

with the desk/seat arrangements in our classroom. Cooperative learning works 

best when students, working together, have face-to-face contact with each 

other. Therefore, for cooperative learning activities, designate a desk and chair 

Copyrighted© 2003 by Northwest Instructional 'N Educational Enterprises, Inc. 
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2 The Classroom 

arrangement for team/group work. However, direct instruction works best 

when all students have a face-to-face position with the teacher. Therefore, the 

best seating arrangement for direct instruction allows all students to face the 

teacher in rows, in a checkerboard fashion, or in a horseshoe shape. To utilize 

the best of both, design two seating plans for your room and teach your chil

dren to move their desks and chairs into either one at a moment's notice. Be 

sure your arrangements allow you easy movement and access to every child. 

Why is importance placed on the face forward seating arrangement for Johnny 

Can Spell? 

(1) Students who are learning how to write will have greater difficulty produc

ing correct visual representations if they must look over their shoulders or

turn sideways to see the board and then turn back to their desks to write.

(2) Students should not face each other as they learn to write. If they do, they

are placed in a position to watch each other writing upside down, a poten

tial cause of incorrectly formed letters. When seated across from each other,

students will look to other students as their models rather than the

teacher.

(3) Students need to see the teacher's mouth, and the teacher needs to see

their mouths as they work to produce correct sounds. Students should de

pend on the teacher as a model for sounds. If seated across from each other,

they become models for each other.

(4) All students need maximum sensory input at all times.

If you do not use a face forward arrangement, you will put some students at a 

disadvantage and you will personally work harder as you model and monitor 

letter formation and sound production. 

A face forward arrangement does not necessarily mean rows. It can be obtained 

by randomly opening small groups so desks are angled toward the front. It can 

be obtained by arranging desks in an open u-shape. Remember, the secret is 

flexibility and movement so arrangements support instructional strategies. 

Develop a classroom library of magazines, books, and reference materials. 

Do not depend solely on the school library. Reading material needs to be at the 

fingertips of your students. Do not limit the material to the grade level you are 

teaching. As their skills improve, your students will move automatically into 

more difficult reading material if you have it available. Be sure the material is 

quality literature; include the classics, and include nonfiction. 

I regularly visit the public library and personally check out armloads of books 

for use in my classroom. I also purchase books at garage sales and Friends of 

the Library used book sales. 
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The Classroom 3 

Provide a display area for student work. 
Such displays build individual and corporate pride in work well done. 

Allow children to help choose which work to display. Frequently I student Name I 

change the display so it represents very current work. Some 

nof each other in a stair step fashion with the most recent on top. 

times I displayed several papers from the same student on top 

II• 

Student supplies, inexpensive and minimal, are important for success. 

Each student needs a notebook that he will use to create a spelling reference 

book. I have found the stitched composition book with the firm cover to work 

best. However, some teachers use spiral notebooks, some create their own plas

tic spiral notebooks, and others use three-ring binders. Students will also use 

six-sided No. 2 pencils from which erasers have been removed, six-sided red 

pencils, and composition paper that is ruled for handwriting practice. A black 

line master for composition paper has been provided in this book (p 32) and in 

the Lesson Planner Series. Use these to make overhead transparencies, make 

charts, or copy for students as needed. 

As you teach, create phonogram and spelling charts with your class. 
The charts and instructions for creating the charts are given in detail in Chap

ter 7 of this book and in the Lesson Planner Series. Copies are also available at 

Alice's Desk, at www.nine-enterprises.com. 

The spelling charts are a visual representation of the phonograms, rules, and 

words. These charts are critical components supporting multi-sensory learning 

and multiple learning styles instruction. They also provide peripherals for 

learning that brain-based learning research so strongly recommends. 

At this time, in preparation for instruction, consider the display space available 

in your classroom, especially the wall space close to your teaching station 

(chalkboard, easel, screen). You will need room for at least two charts to hang 

permanently. If you are in a room with high ceilings, you might be able to util

ize the space above the chalkboard. Some teachers use the space beside the 

chalkboard. The other spelling charts may be created on chart paper that can 

be hung temporarily with magnets or hooks, making them easily accessible 

during spelling lessons and writing sessions. 

Depending on the level of your students, you will need up to fifteen sheets of 

chart paper. Some charts are a single-page width; several are a double-page 

width. Some of the charts can be created as word walls. For a quick overview of 

the charts, see pages 169-74. 

One chart that you will need to prepare immediately is the clock-face chart 

(after p 38). Use of the clock-face circle to support handwriting instruction is 

explained in Chapter 2, pages 37-41. 
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4 High Expectations 

Ready-made spelling charts are not available for purchase because the creation 

of these charts is an important part of the instruction and practice. As they 

participate in making the charts, students will take ownership of them. Also, 

the words entered on these charts will be unique to your class, changing from 

year to year. I do not recommend laminating the charts. Frequently, lamina

tion causes a glare which may make it difficult for some students to see the 

content of the chart. 

ESTABLISH HIGH EXPECTATIONS 

I believe student success is greatly influenced by the teacher expectations. And so, I 

challenge you to have exceedingly high expectations for every student. 

Guard carefully against a tendency to lower expectations. 
To help guard against low expectations, I refrain from reading student files of 

previous achievement until I have worked several months with the students. I 

also refrain from negative discussions that center on a student's low achieve

ment, poor behavior, etc. Also, as I assess growth, I always look at the growth 

we have achieved. In other words, I look not only at how far we must go, but 

also at how far we have come. 

Create a portfolio for each student to store work samples. 
Keep samples of each student's first papers. Also, keep sample papers through

out the year. Be sure to keep some of each type of work and of very best work. 

Use these samples to encourage yourself, parents, and students throughout the 

year. Beginning papers placed beside current papers help students see their 

progress at a glance. Selections of a student's best work can help him evaluate 

his work so that he is always striving to do his best, competing with himself. 

This also supports the development of a good work ethic. 

Care enough for each child to challenge him to produce his best always. 
You need a measure of each child's best work. So, early in the year, challenge 

the class to give you papers showing their best work. Then hold each one to no 

less than that level of performance. Periodically obtain updated samples of 

their best work. Use these samples of their work to develop within each one an 

awareness of his own abilities and potential and the ability to critique his own 

work in a profitable manner. When a student's work does not reflect his best, 

place the sample paper of his best beside the current paper and challenge him 

to make an evaluation. As he views both papers, simply ask, "Is this your best 

work?" or "Do you think you can do better?" I usually do not engage the child in 

conversation but leave him to his own judgments. 
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High Expectations 

Refuse to accept untidy, messy papers. 
The sheets of paper that you pass out are neat and clean. Expect and require 

that all student work turned in to you be just as neat and clean. 

Many times as students receive a new sheet of paper, I say, "Class, look how 
clean and smooth your paper is. Take care as you work. (See page 11, "Take 
care ... ") You want to be able to hand in a clean, neat paper when you finish." 

Of course, quality paper and pencils will help your students produce quality 
work. Cheap newsprint paper, dull pencils, and poor quality erasers make the 
task more difficult. 

Treat each child's work as a valued item. 
The paper a child turns in is his personal creation. Often a child reveals his 

inner person in his art and writing. Respect that and treat it accordingly. I ask 
permission from the child to share or examine his work publicly. For example, 

when a child gives an oral sentence during a lesson, I ask him if the class and I 
may work with his sentence. If he hesitates, I am sensitive to his feelings. 

5 

In addition, if an assignment is worth a student's time to do, you should review 
it. If you do not have time to do so, the importance of the assignment needs to 
be re-evaluated. I do not always give grades or make corrections, but I always 

give some indication that I have looked at their work. I usually put my initials 

or a smiley face in the upper right hand corner. My "smiley face" is as unique to 
me as are my initials. 

Tell your students that they have "smart heads." 
Tell them you know they can do the job well. Tell them you know they can 

learn. They need to hear frequently that you believe in them, and you need to 
hear yourself say that you believe in them. 

OVERCOME PAST FAILURE 

Removal of guilt for past failure is critical to a student's future success. 
The student whose work is below grade level has experienced broken promises 

and much failure during his school years. He may assume a sense of guilt for 
this, believing that something must be wrong with him. Therefore, one of the 
first things I do is work to remove that guilt. I, as a teacher in the name of all 

teachers, verbally accept a share of the responsibility for a student's learning or 
his lack of learning. 
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6 Support Winning 

Begin by telling the student that he has not failed. 
Tell the student, "You have not experienced success (learned to read and write 
well) because you have not been given the whole system oflanguage sequen

tially. You were given only some of the pieces and, therefore, cannot complete 
the puzzle in a meaningful way. So, for the next several weeks, I will give you 
all the pieces of the system; then I will show you how to use them, and I will 
help you practice for mastery." Sometimes I use the analogy of a jigsaw puzzle 
to illustrate the difficulty of reading and writing when pieces are missing. 

Explain the system of our language. 
Take time to give the student some basic facts about our language. 
1. The English alphabet has 26 letters.
2. These are used to form 70 common written symbols; some use one letter,

some use two or more letters.

3. These 70 symbols represent 42 speech sounds.
4. We will call the combination of sound with symbol a phonogram.

5. Using these phonograms, we are able to read and write words.
Learning the sounds and symbols combinations, or the phonograms, and
the rules that govern their use in words will help the student master the
first steps of reading and spelling.

Our code is complex. 

• Take the letter a for example. It is used in several phonograms: a, ay, ai,
au,aw,ea,oa,ar,augh.

• On the other hand, consider the long a-sound. It can be represented by

seven phonograms: a, ay, ai, ea, ey, ei, eigh. Moreover, notice that the last

four phonograms listed do not even use the letter a.

Instruction must clearly distinguish between letters and phonograms. The com
plete code, all common sound-letter combinations with rules, must be presented. 
Then students must learn how to use these phonograms and rules. 

SUPPORT SUCCESS 

Make a promise to each student. 
I always make a commitment to each student, "If you will work very, very hard 

with me, I promise you that you will learn to read and write. But remember, I 
cannot do it for you. You must work very hard with me." Each time I make this 

commitment my heart tightens for a moment and I think, what if it doesn't 
happen? However, as the weeks go by, the student always begins to read and 
write. Some make outstanding progress. With others, the progress is slower. 
However, all move successfully forward. With such a commitment, they will 

work hard and so will you! Success will be your reward. 
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